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EGRESS DOORS - 13 INSPECTION POINTS PER NFPA 101 (2015) 7.2.1.15.6 
Fire-rated and non rated door assemblies will be inspected to verify the following: 

1. Floor space on both sides of the openings is
clear of obstructions, and door leaves open fully
and close freely.

2. Forces required to set door leaves in motion and
move to fully open position do not exceed the
requirements in 7 .2.1.4.5.

3. Latching and locking devices campy with 7.2.1.5.

4. Releasing hardware devices are installed in
accordance with 7 .2.1.5.10.1.

5. Door leaves of paired openings are installed in
accordance with 7 .2.1.5.11.

6. Door closers are adjusted properly to control
the closing speed of door leaves in accordance
with accessibility requirements.

7. Projection of door leaves into the paty of egress
does not exceed the encroachment permitted
by 7 .2.1.4.3.

8. Powered door openings operate in accordance
with 7.2.1.9.

9. Signage required by 7.2.1.4.1 (3), 7.2.1.5.5,
7 .2.1.6, and 7 .2.1.9 is intact and legible.

10. Door openings with special locking
arrangements function in accordance with
7.2.1.6.

11. Security devices that impede egress are not 
installed on openings, as required by 7.2.1.5.12. 

12. Where required by 7.2.2.5.5.7, door hardware 
marking is present and intact. 

13. Emergency lighting on access-controlled egress
doors and doors equipped with delayed-egress
locking systems is present and functioning in
accordance with Section 7.9.

TOP TEN DEFICIENCIES ON SWINGING FIRE DOORS 
The following items are the most commonly observed deficiencies found 
on swinging fire doors with builders hardware: 

1. Painted or missing fire door labels.

2. Poor clearance dimensions around the
perimeter of the door in the closed position.

3. Kick down door holders.

4. Auxiliary hardware items that interfere with the
intended function of the door (barrel bolts and
dead bolts, etc.).

5. Fire doors blocked to stay in the open position.

6. Area surrounding the fire door assembly
blocked by furniture, equipment and/or boxes.

7. Broken, defective or missing hardware items
(latch bolts and/or strike plated, closer arms,
cover plates, etc.).

8. Fire exit hardware installed on doors that are not
labeled for use with fire exit hardware.

9. Missing or incorrect fasteners.

10. Bottom flush bolts that do not project 1/2" into
the strike.
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